2H NMR evidence for antibiotic-induced cholesterol immobilization in biological model membranes.
The interaction of the polyene antibiotic filipin with membrane sterols has been studied by deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance of the molecular probes [2,2,3,4,4,6-2H6]cholesterol and 1-myristoyl-2-[4',4',14',14',14'-2H5]myristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho- choline. At physiological temperatures, there is evidence of filipin-induced cholesterol immobilization in the membrane. The 2H NMR spectra of cholesterol show two domains in which ordering and dynamics are very different. In one of these, cholesterol is static on the 2H NMR time scale, whereas in the other it undergoes rapid axially symmetric motions similar to those it exhibits in the drug-free membrane; this indicates that the jumping frequency of cholesterol between the labile and immobilized domains is less than 10(5) s-1. The distribution of cholesterol between these two sites is temperature dependent; at 0 degrees C all sterol molecules are immobilized, whereas at 60 degrees C they are almost totally in the labile site. In contrast to cholesterol, the phospholipids sense only one type of environment, at both the top and center of the bilayer, indicating that cholesterol acts as a screen, preventing the lipids from direct interaction with the antibiotic. At low temperature, the ordering of the lipid in the presence of cholesterol does not change upon filipin addition, whereas at elevated temperatures the local ordering of both the lipid and the labile cholesterol is significantly lower than that in the absence of the drug. Moreover, there is a very important difference between the degree of local ordering as measured by the lipids and by cholesterol at high temperatures.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)